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I. INTRODUCTION

The boost converter working in Continuous Conduction
Mode (CCM) with average current control is probably one
of the most popular solution for single-phase Power Factor
Correction (PFC) thanks to its simplicity, low input
current ripple and availability on the market of many
control IC’s. Moreover, the design of such converter is
broadly described in many papers [1]. However, the
complete AC to DC conversion requires an external EMI
input filter in order to get rid of the high-frequency noise
generated by the converter.

When the EMI filter is added, instabilities can arise in
the system due to the interaction between the filter and the
converter. This phenomenon is well known and many
papers have already addressed it [2-6]. In particular [4]
reports an analysis similar to that is presented here, but the
derived loop gain does not provide easy insight into the
PFC design. Moreover, it is not able to predict instabilities
that the analysis presented here does and this is the main
reason for this work.

The results of the performed analysis lead to a simple
modification of the inner current loop of boost PFP’s

which allows to improve converter robustness against
filter-induced instabilities.

Measurements on a converter prototype allow useful
comparison with previous analysis and highlight merits
and limitations of the proposed approach.

II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

A simplified scheme of a boost PFP with average current
mode control is shown in Fig.1 together with the EMI
input filter. As we can see, an inner current loop forces the
inductor current to follow a suitable reference signal which
is obtained by sensing the rectified input voltage ug. The
output uc of the voltage-error amplifier of the external
output voltage loop sets the correct current reference
amplitude based on the desired output voltage and power.
Note that this signal is practically constant at frequencies
above the line frequency since the voltage loop has a
bandwidth much lower than the line frequency in order to
maintain a good power factor [1]. The same figure also
shows the circuit model which represents the interface
between the filter and the converter in which the Thevenin
equivalent circuit of the filter output was used (HF is the
filter attenuation, ZOF is the filter output impedance and
ZIC is the converter input impedance). From this we can
write:
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where TF can be interpreted as a loop gain which must
satisfy the Nyquist criterion for stability. If |TF(jω)| were
always lower than one, no instabilities could arise in the
system and this sufficient criterion was largely used in the
past, especially for dc-dc converters. However, in the case
of ac-dc converters with high power factor, limitations
exist both on the filter component values and on the
converter design [7]. Thus we will see that it is quite



common to have |TF(jω)| > 1 in a frequency range above
the inner current loop crossover frequency, especially at
low line voltage and high load currents, and in this case
the general approach for stability analysis must be
followed.

From ���, the knowledge of the converter input
impedance becomes a prerequisite for the stability
analysis.

III. CONVERTER INPUT IMPEDANCE

The converter input impedance (or admittance) is
derived starting from the well known state space average
model of the boost converter in CCM shown in Fig. 2a. In
this figure, hat means perturbation respect to steady-state
value represented by uppercase letters and d is the
converter duty-cycle (d’=1-d). For the purpose of input
impedance calculation, the converter output voltage can be
assumed constant due to the high output capacitor value
needed to filter out the low frequency input power
fluctuation. Thus, the model can be simplified as shown in
Fig. 2b. From this model, the input current perturbation
can be derived as follows:
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where YHF represents the high frequency input admittance,
i.e. the admittance at frequency above the current loop
crossover frequency in which d is constant, while Gid

represents the transfer function between duty-cycle and
input current which is used for the current loop gain
calculation. In order to complete the analysis we need to
express the perturbation of the duty-cycle as a function of
controller parameters. To this purpose, let as consider the
average current mode controller scheme shown in Fig. 3
which refers to a standard IC controller like the UC3854
or the L4981 (ignore for the moment capacitor C6).
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Fig. 2 - a) State space average model of boost converter in CCM;
b) simplified model for input impedance calculation of a boost

PFP

Fig. 3 - Average current mode controller scheme

From this scheme, considering that signals URMS and uc
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Fig.1 - Basic scheme of a boost PFP with average current mode control



converter duty-cycle can be expressed as a function of
rectified input voltage ug and input current ig:

( ) ( )$ $ $d K s u K s iu g i g= + (3)

where coefficients Ku and Ki are given by (see Appendix
I):
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where RS is the current sensing resistance, UOSC is the
amplitude of the PWM modulator ramp signal and Ig and
Ug are input current and voltage RMS values.
Combining (2-4), the input admittance can be derived as
follows:
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where GIC is the low frequency input conductance given
by
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and Ti(s) is the current loop gain which can easily derived
from (2) and (3) by setting ûg = 0, and is given by:
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From ��� we can make the following considerations:

• differently from a previously derived model [4], the
input impedance does not depend on the
instantaneous input voltage but only on its RMS
value through GIC (see ���);

• at frequencies below the current loop bandwidth
(|Ti(jω)|>>1) the input impedance is constant and
equal to RIC, while at higher frequency it coincides
with the input inductance impedance sL.

• 
Gain and phase plots of ZIC(s) for three different values

of the input voltage are reported in Fig. 4 (converter
parameters values are reported in table I of the
experimental measurements section): the worst case
condition is for the minimum input voltage and maximum
load current.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

In order to validate the model, a boost PFC, whose
parameter values are reported in table I, was built and
tested. It was supplied from the utility grid using an
isolating transformer plus an autotransformer in order to
vary the converter input voltage. The output inductance of

the supply line, which works as a filter inductance, was
measured at different voltages so has to use it in the input
filter model. The latter is thus a simple single-cell RF-LF-
CF  filter as shown in Fig. 1.

The current loop regulator transfer function Gri(s) is a PI
regulator with a high frequency additional pole in order to
reject the high-frequency input current ripple, i.e.:
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With the parameter values used for the current error
amplifier listed in table I, the current loop bandwidth
varies from 5kHz to 8.3kHz in the output voltage range
Uo = 180÷300V. Comparisons between experimental
measurements of the boost PFP and model predictions are
reported in table II for different operating points. The
column corresponding to the experimental measurements
reports the value of peak input voltage at which instability
arises together with the corresponding oscillation
frequency, the column labeled MODEL PREDICTION I
reports the same information derived from the model and
the column MODEL PREDICTION II reports the
crossover frequency and the phase margin as given by the
model in correspondence of the measured input voltage

Fig. 4 - Bode plots of gain and phase of input impedance of
the boost PFC.

a) Ug = 127V+20%, b) Ug = 127V, c) Ug = 127V-20%

7DEOH�,���%RRVW�FRQYHUWHU�SDUDPHWHU�YDOXHV

Ug = 127 VRMS ±20% Uo = 300 V Po = 600 W fS = 70 kHz L = 650 µH C = 235 µF

RS = 33 mΩ Uosc = 5 V ωri = 1.92⋅105 fzi = 1.8 kHz fpi = 34.5 kHz fci = 8.3 kHz



value in which oscillations appear. As we can see, there is
a pretty good agreement between model forecasts and
experimental measurements.

Note that the value used in the model for RF was the DC
value equal to 0.9Ω. However, in this case the model is
not much sensible to the value of this resistance. For
example, using a non linear RF value of the

type ( )R f fF = +09 01. .  so as to better model the skin

effect in the equivalent input filter only small variations of
the values reported in Table III were observed.

Table II reports also the results obtained with a
previously proposed model [4]: in particular, the last two
columns report the values of peak input voltage at which
instability arises together with the corresponding
oscillation frequency in correspondence of two different
points of the line half period. As we can see, the
dependency of these model predictions on the line angle θ
is not negligible as assessed in [4] and leads to a bigger
error on the instability prediction compared to the
proposed one. The bode plots of loop gain TF(jω)
corresponding to the operating point of measurement N°. 5
of table II for the proposed and previous models are
reported in Fig. 5. The latter is reported for the two line
angle θ = π/200 and θ = π/2.

V. MODEL ACCURACY

A more careful reading of the data reported in table II
for the boost converter, reveals that the difference between
measurements and model predictions depends on the
output voltage value, i.e. depends on the bandwidth of the
inner current loop. In order to assess the model accuracy
experimental measurements were done on the boost PFP at
different current loop bandwidths. The results can be

summarized as follows: the phase margin given by the
model in the operating conditions in which instabilities
occurs in the prototype is plotted in Fig. 6 against the
current loop bandwidth normalized to the switching
frequency. As we can see the model prediction becomes
more accurate, in terms of phase margin, at lower current
loop bandwidths, while the oscillation frequency
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N°. OPERATING
POINT

(Uo, Io)

FILTER
PARAMETERS

(LF, CF)

EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

 MODEL
PREDICTION

I

 MODEL
PREDICTION

II

PREVIOUS
MODEL

θ = π/200

PREVIOUS
MODEL
θ = π/2

1 180V
2.75A

0.89mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 119V
fosc = 17.24kHz

Ûg = 125V
fosc = 16.34kHz

fcr = 16.7kHz

mφ = -1.4deg

Ûg = 130V
fosc = 16kHz

Ûg = 98V
fosc = 19.7kHz

2 220V
0.8A

1.12mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 76.4V
fosc = 17.86kHz

Ûg = 71V
fosc = 17.2kHz

fcr = 16.6kHz

mφ = 2.3deg

Ûg = 91.5V
fosc = 15.1kHz

Ûg = 70.5V
fosc = 17.5kHz

3 220V
1A

1.12mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 84.4V
fosc = 18.12kHz

Ûg = 79.6V
fosc = 17.2kHz

fcr = 16.7kHz

mφ = 2deg

Ûg = 102.5V
fosc = 15kHz

Ûg = 77V
fosc = 17.8kHz

4 220V
1.5A

1.07mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 100V
fosc = 18.2kHz

Ûg = 98V
fosc = 17.2kHz

fcr = 17kHz

mφ = 0.7deg

Ûg = 125V
fosc = 15.1kHz

Ûg = 90V
fosc = 18.7kHz

5 220V
2A

0.89mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 118V
fosc = 18kHz

Ûg = 115V
fosc = 17.34kHz

fcr = 17.13kHz

mφ = 0.9deg

Ûg = 145V
fosc = 15.4kHz

Ûg = 101.5V
fosc = 19.5kHz

6 300V
1A

1mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 105V
fosc = 18.5kHz

Ûg = 90V
fosc = 19.3kHz

fcr = 17.74kHz

mφ = 6.1deg

Ûg = 133V
fosc = 16.1kHz

Ûg = 99V
fosc = 19kHz

7 300V
1.5A

0.67mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 127V
fosc = 17.86kHz

Ûg = 114V
fosc = 19.5kHz

fcr = 18.5KHz

mφ = 4.1deg

Ûg = 166V
fosc = 16.6kHz

Ûg = 117V
fosc = 20.4kHz

8 300V
2A

0.55mH

0.47µF

Ûg = 144V
fosc = 18.2kHz

Ûg = 136V
fosc = 19.8kHz

fcr = 19.2KHz

mφ = 2.3deg

Ûg = 193V
fosc = 17kHz

Ûg = 133V
fosc = 21.3kHz
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Fig. 5 - Gain and phase plots of loop gain TF(jω) at Ûg =
118V. a) proposed model; b) model [4] with θ = π/200; c)

model [4] with θ = π/2



prediction remains pretty good even at higher current loop
bandwidths. Clearly, delays in the loops exist which are
not accounted for by the simple small signal model
employed.

Fig. 6 - Predicted phase margin calculated in the conditions in
which instabilities occur in the prototype as a function of the

normalized current loop bandwidth

VI. CURRENT LOOP MODIFICATION

The derivation of expression ��� suggests a simple
modification of the controller so as to increase the system
robustness against instabilities. In particular, we can note
that the second term at the right hand side of ���, which
comes from the term Ku(s) in ��� i.e. from the  path from
ug to IREF shown in Fig. 1, is the term which depends on
the RMS input voltage. If we insert a low pass filter into
the current reference path with a sufficiently high corner
frequency so as not to appreciably degrade the rectified
sinusoidal reference, then the converter input admittance
YIC(s) modifies as:

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )Y s Y s
T s

G
T s

T s sIC HF
i

IC
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+
+

+ +
1

1 1
1
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Comparison between the resulting loop gain TF(jω) and
the previous one without low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 7
(fPB = 1/(2π⋅τPB) = 1.85kHz) which refers to the boost
converter in the operating point corresponding to measure
n°. 5 in table II. As we can see, this simple controller
modification reduces the loop crossover frequency from
17.13kHz (fca in figure) to 12.2kHz (fcb in figure) and
increases the phase margin from 0.9° to 18.4°.

This low-pass filter can be inserted simply by modifying
the controller scheme with the insertion of capacitor C6 as
shown in Fig. 3.

 Adding this low pass filter in the current reference path
the system turns out to be stable in all operating
conditions, even at the higher current loop bandwidth
(17kHz).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the interactions between the input EMI
filter, and the boost Power Factor Preregulator with
average current control are analyzed. A simple expression
for the loop gain in terms of the converter current loop

gain was derived which allows useful insight into the
converter controller design.

Based on this model, a simple modification of the
standard converter current control loop is proposed which
improves the converter robustness.

Experimental measurements on a boost PFP prototype
revealed merits and limitations of the proposed approach.
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IX. APPENDIX I

From the control scheme shown in Fig. 3, which
represents the standard implementation of the average
current mode control (see [1]) we can derive the
expression for the duty-cycle as:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )d
G s

U
R i R iri

OSC
M S gθ θ θ= −7 (A.1)

From Fig. 3, the multiplier produces an output current iM

which is given by (as already stated in the paper, signal
URMS, which represents a feedforward path, is constant
during a line period and thus it can be considered constant
at the much higher frequencies we are interested in):
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θ
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where ( )k R R Ua b RMS= +6 6
2 . At steady state, the average

(in a switching period) input current is equal to its
reference, i.e.

( ) ( )R I R IM S g7 θ θ= (A.3)

where uppercase means steady state conditions.

Considering a perturbation around an instantaneous
(during the line period) working point, from (a.2) we can
obtain
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Now substituting (a.4) into (a.1) and using (a.3) we can
write (remember that we assumed for this calculation
$uc = 0 )
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from which the coefficients of (3) can be easily derived as
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where a sinusoidal input current was assumed. In this
derivation we neglected capacitor C6 which is the control
modification proposed in the paper. Taking it into account
(a.2) modifies as
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whereτPB b
a b

a b
C

R R
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6 6
. Consequently, (5) becomes

(9).




